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The vibrational distribution P �v� of Na�� ions created in
ultracold collisions in a magneto�optical trap has been deter�
mined� Only two vibrational states with v � � and � are popu�
lated and we �nd P ����	��
�	�	� and P ����	����	�	�� The
results provide conclusive evidence that the ionization mech�
anism is photo�associative autoionization and not photo�
associative photoionization and will form a fundamental test
for the theoretical description of the process�

Pacs Numbers� ����	�Gj ����	�Pj ����	�Eh ����	�Tp

In recent years various groups have employed optical
traps to study cold collisions at temperatures below �
mK ���� In most cases the collisions have been studied
by observing the loss of atoms from the trap� however� in
some cases the production of ions in cold collisions with
alkalis has been used as a direct probe of the reactions
���� This is possible� since in the case of Na two excited
atoms have acquired enough energy to autoionize to Na��
at small internuclear distance� In cold collisions the col	
lision time is longer than the lifetime of the excited state�
in which case the absorptions have to take place during
the collision in two� successive excitation steps� These
studies have yielded a wealth of information on the in	
termediate� singly excited states� since the second exci	
tation step is believed to give no extra structure to the
ionization signal �
���� However� the nature of the second
step remained unclear� In ref� �
� direct photo	ionization
of the singly excited state to the ionic continuum is dis	
cussed as the second step in their high intensity� single
color experiment� This process see Fig� �� we will re	
fer to as Photo	Associative Photo	Ionization PAPI�� In
ref� ��� the two excitations were achieved using two colors
and the intensities and frequencies of the two colors could
be varied� Using energy considerations it was found� that
the second excitation step was to doubly excited states of
Na�� followed by autoionization of the molecule at small
internuclear distance� The same mechanism is discussed
by Lett et al� in relation to their work on Condon oscil	
lations in the continuum ���� We will refer to this process
as Photo	Associative Autoionization PAAI�� Although
the PAPI and PAAI processes yield the same reaction
products Na�� and e��� the physics of the two ioniza	
tion mechanisms is very di�erent� Since no �nal state
detection has been made in both experiments no de�nite
assignment of the second step can be made�

To resolve this problem one has to analyze the reac	
tion products� This can be done either by detecting the
energy spectrum of the emitted electrons or by detecting
the vibrational distribution of the produced ions� These
two methods are comparable and yield similar informa	
tion� The outcome of such an analysis would be very
di�erent for the PAPI process compared to the PAAI
process� In the �rst case transitions can occur to all vi	
brational states which are energetically allowed and their
relative populations depend on the Franck	Condon over	
lap between the molecular singly excited state and the
electronic ground state of Na�� � In the PAAI process the
population of the vibrational states depends on the cross	
ing of the potential curve of the doubly excited states
with the ionic ground state potential� If this crossing
is energetically close to the classical turning point of the
doubly excited state� it is to be expected that only one or
two vibrational states are populated� since the kinetic en	
ergy is extremely small in cold collisions� An analysis of
the vibrational state distribution of the formed Na�� 	ion
would therefore provide an excellent means to distinguish
between the two possible mechanisms� Such an analysis
could in principle be performed by measuring the kinetic
distribution of the emitted electrons� However� since the
emitted electrons have energies of the order of 
� meV�
electron energy detection in an optical trap with large
external �elds optical� magnetic� is not easily realized�
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FIG� �� Schematic overview of the mechanisms leading to
molecular ion formation in cold collisions of excited Na atoms�

In this work we report on the �rst determination of the
vibrational state distribution P v� in Na�� ions produced
in ultracold collisions� For the cooling and trapping of the
atoms we use a Magneto	Optical Trap MOT� ���� The
method applied is based on the wavelength dependent
photodissociation of Na�� ions�
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�� Na� � Na
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where v and J are the vibrational and rotational quan	
tum numbers of the Na�� ionic ground state� respectively�
h� is the photon energy of the dissociating laser� and
�Ekin the kinetic energy of the fragments as a result
of the photodissociation� Previously� this method has
been successfully applied to Na�� ions produced through
associative ionization in collisions in thermal beams ���
and is described in detail by Blang�e et al� ����� Since the
ions formed in the collisions are extracted from the MOT
with a weak electric �eld to the detection chamber� the
detection process does not interfere with the cooling and
trapping of the atoms�

The setup for the MOT has been described before by
Molenaar et al� ���� Brie�y� atoms are cooled and trapped
from a background pressure of sodium in a vapor cell ����
to temperatures in the order of ��� �K and densities of
���� atoms�cm�� To avoid trapping of the population
in the wrong hyper�ne ground state during the cooling
process ���� sidebands are generated on the cooling laser
with an electro	optical modulator EOM� and the two
�rst order sidebands are used to cool and repump� The
EOM frequency is ��� MHz and the �rst sidebands both
contain 
�� of the total irradiance� The cooling laser
beam is split up into three counter	propagating pairs of
beams that intersect at the center of the vacuum cham	
ber �lled with sodium vapor with a background pressure
of � � ���� Torr� Two solenoids outside the chamber gen	
erate a quadrupole magnetic �eld with a gradient of ��
Gauss�cm in the trap region� We observe cooling and
trapping of atoms when the laser frequencies are tuned
to the D� line of sodium 
�S��� � 
�P���� slightly red
of the atomic hyper�ne transitions F � � � F � 

and F � � � F � � type I MOT� or the transitions
F � �� F � � and F � � � F � � type II MOT�� as
described before ������� The cooling occurs via the �rst
transition mentioned� whereas the excitation via the sec	
ond transition prevents the optical trapping of the atoms
in the wrong� F � � or F � � ground states� respec	
tively� In the type II MOT the cloud of cold atoms is
larger about ��� mmdiameter versus ��
 mm for type I��
whereas the density is only a factor � smaller� Therefore
the type II MOT produces more Na�� ions ��� times�
than the type I MOT� The measurements reported in this
letter were performed for the type II MOT� however� sim	
ilar results have been obtained for the type I MOT�
To extract and dissociate the Na�� ions from the trap

the electrode con�guration shown in �gure � is used� Its
design is similar to the electrode system described by
Blang�e et al� ����� The electrodes E� and E� surround	
ing the atom cloud pull the Na�� ions into the electrode
system where they are subsequently accelerated up to
��� eV� and by means of the de�ectors D� and D� and
a lens L� directed through the dissociating laser beam�

In the dissociation volume typically a fraction ���� of
the molecular ions is dissociated producing fragment ions
with a kinetic energy of ��	�� eV in the lab frame� The
spread in the kinetic energy is the result of the recoil en	
ergy released in the dissociation which is typically ����
eV in the center of mass frame� Electrostatic lens L� fo	
cuses the ions and de�ector D
 separates the fragment
ions from the molecular ions and directs the Na� or the
Na�� � ions to the channel electron multiplier� Due to the
transverse spread of the ions the detection e�ciency �Na�
of the fragment ions will be smaller than the detection
e�ciency �

Na
�

�

of the Na�� ions� To determine the ab	

solute value of the photodissociation cross section only
the ratio � � �Na���Na�

�

is needed and this is estimated

by comparing the signal of the narrow Na�� image on
the detector with the signal in the case of a Na�� beam
which is expanded by means of electrostatic lens L� up
to the expected size of the fragment ion image� We �nd
� � ���������� The uncertainty in this procedure mainly
determines the uncertainty in the measurement of the ab	
solute value of the photodissociation cross section�
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FIG� �� Schematic overview of the experimental set�up�
The dotted line in the electrode system represents a typical
Na�

�
ion trajectory� Note that the channel electron multiplier

is placed o��axis�

Since the detection e�ciencies do not change signi�	
cantly during an experimental session about � hours�
the wavelength dependence of the cross section during a
session is much better determined� It is only the wave	
length dependence of the photodissociation yield which is
needed in the determination of the vibrational state pop	
ulation� The experiment was completed in four measure	
ment sessions� dividing the photodissociation spectrum in
four wavelength regions provided by the dyes DCM ���	
���nm�� Rhodamine ��� ���	���nm�� Pyrromethene
���	���nm� and by the spectral lines of the Ar� �W
pump laser ���	���nm�� Using the measurements in the
overlapping wavelength regions the Pyrromethene and
the Rhodamine measurements were scaled to the DCM

�



measurements yielding corrections within ���� Since the
wavelength range of the Ar� laser does not have an over	
lap with the Pyrromethene dye range a rescaling factor
was included as a free parameter in the data analysis�

As input for the data analysis we use the photodissoci	
ation cross section as a function of wavelength � for the
accessible ro	vibrational levels as calculated by Rudolph
et al� ��
� using ab initio potentials for Na�� � The ����

u

potential reached in the excitation from the X���
g state

is strongly repulsive� and the electronic transition mo	
ment is only a slowly varying function of the internuclear
distance ��
�� This results in a so	called re�ection of the
vibrational wavefunction of the initial state as a function
of the wavelength of the dissociating laser� resulting in
a form of the cross section resembling the ionic ground
state vibrational wavefunction� The sum of the calcu	
lated cross sections �v�� with the populations P v� of
the vibrational states as weighting parameters is �tted
to the measured total photodissociation yield �PD�� ac	
cording to

�PD�� �
X

v

P v��v��� ��

Only the vibrational states with v � 
 are energetically
accessible� For the extremely low collision energy avail	
able in this experiment the rotational excitation of the
Na�� ion is not high enough to in�uence signi�cantly the
photodissociation cross section ����� For the �nal analy	
sis a rotational state distribution was taken into account
proportional to the degeneracy �J � � of the rotational
levels up to the energetically allowed maximum rotation
quantum number Jmax ���� Fitting procedures assum	
ing all rotational population in the J � � states or in
the maximum energetically attainable rotational state
J � Jmax gave within ��� the same vibrational state
populations P v��

Figure 
 shows the measured photodissociation cross
section as a function of the wavelength� The solid
line represents a least	squares �t of the calculated spec	
trum to the experimental data with the relative pop	
ulations P �� � P 
� and a rescaling factor for the
wavelength range of the Ar� laser as free parameters�
After normalization the resulting vibrational state dis	
tribution is P �������
������� P �������������� and
P 
�������������� In the experimental data the four
maxima that are characteristic for the v � 
 state are
clearly present� The population of the v � � state is
clearly seen through the non zero photodissociation cross
section at the three minima� The fact that out of four
energetically allowed vibrational states only two are pop	
ulated is strong evidence for the PAAI mechanism� It can
furthermore be concluded that the active doubly excited
molecular potential curve involved has to cross the X���

g

ground state potential of Na�� close to the classical outer
turning point of the v � 
 state�
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FIG� �� Measured dissociation spectrum and least�squares
�t �solid line� of the experimental data to the calculated spec�
trum� The dashed lines show the contributions of the various
vibrational states to the �t� The error bars on the experimen�
tal data represent the statistical uncertainty� The systematic
error in the absolute value of the cross sections is � �	��

To de�nitely rule out of the PAPI process we have cal	
culated the branching ratios for the PAPI process� which
is in the Franck	Condon approximation proportional to
the overlap between the vibrational wavefunction of the
singly excited intermediate state of Na� and that of the
Na�� electronic ground state� Long range states in the
intermediate state such as the ��g state previously identi	
�ed �
��� with a classical inner turning point of more than
��a� lead to no appreciable Franck	Condon overlap� and
do therefore not lead to PAPI� Short range states such as
the �g state have� however� a signi�cant vibrational over	
lap with all the lower vibrational levels of the electronic
ionic ground state and could lead to PAPI� For example�
the v���� state of the �g state� which is only bound with
���� cm��� has relative branching ratios of ���
�� ����
�
������ and ����� for transitions to the v���
 vibrational
levels of the X���

g state of Na�� � respectively� Similar
Franck	Condon patterns are found for other highly ex	
cited vibrational levels of the �g state� This is to be ex	
pected� since the electronic part of the transition matrix
element is a smooth and slowly varying function of the
�nal electron energy and the internuclear distance ��
��
Since this distribution is in clear disagreement with the
measured distribution we can rule out the PAPI process
as the main mechanism leading to ionization in ultra	cold
collisions under the conditions in our experiment�
The dominance of the PAAI process over the PAPI

process is ultimately determined by the di�erent cross
section for the two processes� Based on our recent cal	
culations for photoionization from the ground state of
Na� ��
� and the cross sections for the associative ioniza	
tion process ���� it is found that the PAAI process should
be dominant if energetically allowed� This is in agree	
ment with the earlier estimates of Macholm et al� ����
where the PAAI mechanism is also found to be domi	
nant�
The uncertainty in P v� is determined solely by the

discrepancy between the measurement and the theoreti	
cal calculation� As can be seen in Fig� 
 the experimental
values tend to be displaced with respect to the theoret	






ical curve by a few nm� This discrepancy is also clear
if we consider the reduced 	� of the �tting process� for
which we expect a value close to � for a good �t� but
which is ���

 in our case� Inclusion of the P �� in the
�tting procedure did not improve the reduced 	�� nor
did it in�uence signi�cantly the population of the other
states� It did lead to a slightly negative population of
P �� which is unphysical� Therefore P �� was retained
at �� A shift in wavelength of 
 nm corresponds to a shift
in the potential curves of only �� meV or equivalently in
a shift in the internuclear distance of only ����� a�� which
is well within in the accuracy of the ab initio calculated
potential curves� This underlines that our method when
applied to cold collisions is a very sensitive probe for the
molecular potentials involved�
Previous measurements of the vibrational state popu	

lation in Na�� ions produced via associative ionization in
a thermal beam have been reported at mean collision en	
ergies Ec � �� meV and �� meV� which are four orders of
magnitude larger than in the MOT ���� They also showed
a pronounced population of v � 
 P 
������ and ��

�
respectively�� This indicates that the ionization process
determining the ionic vibrational distribution in cold col	
lisions occurs via the same molecular potential curve as
in the associative ionization process at thermal energies�

Apart from the wavelength dependence of the pho	
todissociation cross section� we can also make a compari	
son between experiment and theory for the absolute pho	
todissociation cross section� At � � �
� nm we measure
a photodissociation cross section of �PD � ��������
�
� ����� m�� whereas the calculated cross section for this
wavelength is ����
� ����� m� using the vibrational dis	
tribution given above� This agreement between theory
and experiment is much better than in previous stud	
ies of the photodissociation cross sections of Na�� ��������
which report experimental cross section which are a fac	
tor two and three smaller than the theoretical predictions
�����

In summary� using our recently developed photodisso	
ciation method we have found that the vibrational energy
distribution in Na�� ions extracted from a sodium MOT
is dominated by the population in the v � � ����������
and v � 
 ����������� These results agree with an ex	
trapolation of results obtained in the low thermal regime
with mean collision energies of �� and �� meV� The the	
oretical calculation of the photodissociation cross section
via the X���

g � ����
u transition is con�rmed by exper	

iment� both in absolute value and the wavelength depen	
dence� The high precision of the measurements provides
a challenge to improve the theoretical calculations of
the wavelength dependent photodissociation cross section
even further� The obtained information on the molecu	
lar potential curve responsible for autoionization can be
used to gain further insight in the dynamics and molec	
ular symmetries involved in collisions between ultracold
Na atoms� The application of our method in experiments

with two	color excitations ��� allows for a control of the
relevant excitation steps in the reaction mechanism and
can� in this sense� be considered as a complete exper	
iment on photo	assisted collisions between two sodium
atoms in the cold collision regime�
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